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Abstract

analysis of our results. Our high-level feature submission made use of support vector machines (SVMs) created with low-level MPEG-7 visual features, fused with
specific concept detectors. Search submissions were both
manual and automatic and made use of both low- and
high-level features. In the high-level feature extraction

In this paper we describe the K-Space participation in
TRECVid 2006. K-Space participated in two tasks, highlevel feature extraction and search. We present our approaches for each of these activities and provide a brief
1

submission, four of our six runs achieved performance
above the TRECVid median, whilst our search submission performed around the median. The K-Space
team consisted of eight partner institutions from the EUfunded K-Space Network, and our submissions made use
of tools and techniques from each partner. As such this
paper will provide overviews of each partner’s contributions and provide appropriate references for specific descriptions of individual components.
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project [3]. For the high-level feature extraction task
we made use of six different visual descriptors. These
descriptors were Colour Layout, Colour Moments, Statistical Texture, Homogenous Texture, Edge Histogram
and Scalable Colour. A complete description of each of
these descriptors can be found in [24].
The data from the low level features was converted to
a format compatible with svm light and normalised into
the range -1 and 1. The SVM’s were then trained and
tested using different kernel functions including linear
and polynomial, however it was the radial basis function
(RBF) that performed the best for this task. Different
parameters were optimised for this kernel, such as cost
and the gamma parameter.

Overview of K-Space

K-Space is a European Network of Excellence (NoE) in
semantic inference for semi-automatic annotation and retrieval of multimedia content [1]. K-Space is focused on
the research and convergence of three themes: contentbased multimedia analysis, knowledge extraction and semantic multimedia. Of the 14 European research institutions that comprise K-Space, 8 have participated as part
of this K-Space TRECVid submission. This was our (KSpace) first year of TRECVid participation and we have
plans for continued TRECVid engagement throughout
the lifespan of the NoE, potentially with increased involvement from other K-Space partners who did not participate this year.
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2.2

Camera motion can be used to infer higher level information, if combined with other analysis results or domain
knowledge. For example, zooming on an object or person is an indicator of relevance, and in field sports, pans
indicate the direction of the game. As visual grammar
imposes constraints on the camera motion of sequences
to be combined, it is an important search and selection
criterion when searching for essence in order to re-use it
in new productions.
The detection of camera motion in an image sequence
addresses two basic problems. Firstly, the dominant motion in the sequence is not necessarily the camera motion,
e.g. if a large object moves in front of a static camera, the
dominant motion will be estimated as the object’s motion. Secondly, different types of camera motion causing
the same visual effect cannot be discriminated against,
e.g. pan left and track left in cases where target is distant
and amount of motion is small. Unlike other approaches
which ignore the fact that camera motion can only be
determined reliably over a larger time range and which
accept the most dominant motion between a frame pair
as the camera motion, our approach is to estimate a number of dominant motions. We assume that the camera
motion is consistent and smooth over the time range and
that it is the most dominant one (e.g. the one with the
largest region of support).
The extraction algorithm is the same that was used for
the TRECVid 2005 camera motion task from Joanneum
Research [6]. It is based on feature tracking which is
a compromise between spatially detailed motion description and performance. Feature trajectories are then clustered by similarity in terms of a motion model and the
cluster representing the global motion is selected. The
steps of the algorithm are as follows.

High-Level Feature Extraction

In this section we will present our work for the high-level
feature extraction task. Our approach within this task
was to take a very generic approach, that of training
a Support Vector Machine (SVM) per feature, making
use of the common TRECVid annotations and low-level
MPEG-7 visual features, and combining this data with
more specialised concept detectors (such as a face detector and a desert detector). The organization of this
section is as follows, first we describe our generic SVM
approach and second we describe each of the specialized
concept detectors. Finally we will discuss our methods
for using these outputs and the results we obtained.

2.1

Motion Detection (JRS)

Generic Support Vector Machine
Approach (DCU)

For our generic approach to high-level feature extraction,
we first examined the common TRECVid annotations to
arrive at our training set annotations. Visual features
were extracted from all NRKF keyframes in the training
and test collections and through experimentation on the
2005 features, we tuned the various parameters and kernel functions from our SVM. In our experiments we used Feature tracking Feature tracking is done on the input
svm light [2].
image sequence using the Lucas-Kanade tracker, usWe extracted low-level visual features using several
ing an improved version of the OpenCV implemenfeature descriptors based on the MPEG-7 XM. These
tation.
descriptors were implemented as part of the aceToolbox,
a toolbox of low-level audio and visual analysis tools de- Clustering of trajectories Instead of clustering feaveloped as part of our participation in the EU aceMedia
ture displacements between pairs of frames, trajec2

tories over a longer time window (0.3 to 0.5 seconds) are clustered to achieve a more stable cluster structure over time. The number of clusters is
unknown in this problem, and not all trajectories
exist throughout the whole time window. Clustering is done in terms of similarity to a four parameter motion model. The clustering algorithm is
an iterative approach to estimating a motion parameter sequence for a set of trajectories and then
re-assigning trajectories to the best matching parameter sequence.

of features. A supervised learning approach based on a
classifier cascade is utilized for learning the face patterns
based on these features from given training images. A
weak classifier consists of a single feature, a corresponding threshold and a parity and achieves only a very low
performance individually. A strong classifier is built by
combining multiple weak classifiers using weighted summation and a thresholding operation. A feature selection
strategy based on Adaboost is used to select a small subset of suitable weak classifiers. In order to achieve both
low error rates and a low computational complexity, a
cascade of strong classifiers with low complexity is used
Dominant cluster selection From the clusters result- instead of a monolithic classifier with a very high coming from the clustering step, the one representing the plexity. The detector was trained for frontal faces only.
dominant motion of the sequence is selected. This
In order to derive face statistics on shot-level, two difdecision is done over a longer time window (up to ferent strategies were used: In approach 1 the face deseveral seconds), based on the size of the cluster (i.e. tector is applied only to the keyframe of each shot while
the number of features which are subject to this mo- in approach 2 it is applied to each frame of a shot and a
tion) and its temporal stability.
region based tracking approach is used to establish temCamera motion detection The camera motion detec- poral correspondences. Since strategy 2 was too slow
tion step analyzes the motion parameter sequence to process the whole TRECVid dataset within the given
which has been found to represent the dominant mo- time frame, strategy 1 was finally used.
The final face statistics were derived by counting the
tion and detects the presence of pan, zoom and tilt.
number
of faces within a shot and calculating the normalThe detection is done in a time window, for which
ized
size
of the largest face with respect to the image dithe accumulated x- and y translation and the mulmensions.
These statistics were exported in an extended
tiplied scale factor are calculated. In order to be
MPEG-7
description
scheme provided by JRS.
robust against short time motion, the input is median filtered.

2.4

The description of the camera motion analysis is in
MPEG-7 format, more specifically the camera motion
descriptors are attached to the visual shots using the
MPEG-7 CameraMotion descriptor (MPEG-7 Part 3, Visual [23]) compliant to the Detailed AudioVisual Profile
(DAVP) from JOANNEUM RESEARCH [5]. For one or
more segments per shot, the following types of motion are
described: pan left/right, tilt up/down, roll CW/CCW,
zoom in/out and static.

Outdoor Detection (Eurécom)

The system used for the detection of ourdoor shots tasks
is functionally very similar to that used in TRECVid
2005 by Eurécom [17], but with a different method for
combining classifiers. This year, we pursued our research
on fusion of classifier outputs aimed at high-level feature
extraction. We used color and texture features extracted
from image regions located both around salient point and
around homogeneous image patches, these features are
then introduced in separate SVM classification systems
(one per feature type as described in [33]) trained on
2.3 Face statistics (TUB)
the outdoor concept using the first half of the developThe goal of this module is to extract statistics describing ment data set. The fusion of classifiers outputs is finally
visible faces within a shot.
provided by training a multi-layer perceptron neural netInitially a very robust component-based face detection work [8] on the second half of the training data. More
approach proposed by Goldmann et al. [15] was used. details about this entire framework and its performance
Although it yields much better detection performance can be found in the notebook paper [7].
for high resolution (PAL) images than the widely used
holistic approach by Viola & Jones [37], it did not work
2.5 Specific Concept Detectors (ITI)
reliably for the subsampled low resolution (CIF) images
of the TRECVid 2005 and 2006 datasets. Thus, the lat- This section summarizes the approach followed for the
ter approach with the extensions proposed by Lienhart extraction of certain semantic concepts in TRECVid
et al. [20] was finally adopted.
video sequences. More specifically, the following proceImage regions are described using binary Haar-like fea- dure aims to detect 7 high-level features: desert, vegetatures that can be efficiently computed using an integral tion, mountain, road, sky, fire-explosion and snow, using
image. While Viola et al. [37] used only vertical and the extracted keyframes from a video sequence.
horizontal feature prototypes, Lienhart et al. [20] considFor the representation of the low-level color and texered an extended set by adding rotated and surrounding ture features in a given keyframe, a description based
feature prototypes. Applying the final 14 feature proto- on the MPEG-7 Dominant Color Descriptor (DCD) and
types to an image region leads to a large overcomplete set the MPEG-7 Homogeneous Texture Descriptor (HTD)
3

2.6

[22] has been selected. The k-means clustering method
is applied on the RGB values of the keyframe, dividing
it in k regions. The centroids of these regions are actually the dominant colors. The texture properties are
described by the HTDs, one for each region of the image. All the visual descriptions of the keyframe are then
scaled and merged into a unique vector.

Specific Concept Detectors (QMUL)

In the feature extraction task, QMUL contributed with
the extraction of the following four features: “US-Flag”,
“Boat/Ship”, “Weather” and “Maps”. These features
were extracted by a two-stage framework. The first stage
uses a high-recall, moderate-precision classifier which is
trained to obtain a subset of shots relevant to the semantic feature. The second stage uses a high-precision
classifier which is trained and applied on the subset obtained by the first module, in order to filter out false
alarms. The framework is designed to handle the very
large TRECVid dataset, considering both the classifier
performance and the processing time.
The framework includes three modules developed
within the MMV group in QMUL: text based latent semantic analysis (LSA) for image classification; a particle swarm optimisation based image classifier; and an
ant colony based image classifier. Among these modules, text based and particle swarm optimisation (PSO)
based image classifiers were used as first stage classification modules, while the ant colony based image classifier
was used as a second stage classifier.
A brief introduction to each of the three modules follows:
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is able to extract and
infer relations on expected contextual usage for words
(terms) in textual data [13]. In our text-based video
retrieval module, the first step is to represent textual
data as a term-document matrix. This step includes
word stemming, stopword removal according to a welldefined stopword list, and finally term-document concurrence frequency counting and normalisation. In the
next step a singular value decomposition (SVD) transformation is performed on the defined matrix. SVD
is a dimensionality reduction technique which provides
reduced-dimension approximations to both the column
space and the row space of the Vector Space Model.
The next module is the ant colony based image classifier where the ant colony optimisation (ACO) and its
learning mechanism is integrated with the COP-k-means
to address image classification problem [25]. The COPk-means is a semi-supervised variant of k-means, where
initial background knowledge is provided in the form of
constraints between instances in the dataset. The integration of ACO with a COP-k-means makes the classification process less dependent on the initial parameters,
so that it becomes more stable.
Particle swarm pptimisation (PSO) is one of the metaheuristic algorithms inspired by Biological systems. The
image classification is performed using the Self Organising Feature Map (SOFM) and optimising the weight of
the neurons by PSO [10]. To improve the performance of
the classification algorithm, fuzzy inference rules are constructed along with binary particle swarming to merge
the classification results from multiple MPEG - 7 descriptors [9]. The rules were explicitly weighted based
on the ability of the descriptor to classify different features/concepts.

Clustering is performed on all the descriptions of the
training set with the subtractive clustering [11] method.
This way, both the number of the clusters and their corresponding centroids are estimated. Each cluster may
or may not represent a high-level feature and each highlevel feature may be represented by one or more clusters.
For example, the concept desert can have more than one
instances differing in i.e. the color of the sand, each
represented by the centroid of a cluster. Moreover, in
a cluster that may contain instances from the semantic
entity i.e. sky, these instances could be mixed up with
parts from i.e. sea, if present in an image.
A “Region Thesaurus” that contains all the “Region
Types” that are encountered in the training set is then
constructed. These region types are the centroids of the
clusters and all the other feature vectors of a cluster are
their “synonyms”. The use of the thesaurus is to facilitate the association of the low-level features of the image
with the high-level concepts. Principal component analysis (PCA) is then applied in order to reduce the dimensionality and facilitate both training and performance of
the high-level feature detectors.
After the construction of the region thesaurus, a
“model vector” is formed for each keyframe. Its dimensionality is equal to the number of concepts that constitute the thesaurus. The distance of a region-to-region
type is calculated as a linear combination of the DCD and
HTD distances, respectively. The MPEG-7 standardized
distance is used for the HTD and Euclidean distance is
used for the DCD. A linear combination is then used to
fuse the distances as in [34]. Having calculated the distance of each region (cluster) of the image to all the words
of the constructed thesaurus, the model vector that semantically describes the visual content of the image is
formed by keeping the smaller distance for each high-level
concept. More specifically, let: d1i , d2i , ..., dji , i = 1, 2, 3, 4
and j = NC , where NC denotes the number of words of
the lexicon and dji is the distance of the i-th region of the
clustered image to the j-th region type. Then, the model
vector Dm is formed in the way depicted in equation 1.

C
Dm [min{d1i }, min{d2i }, ..., min{dN
i }], i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (1)

For each of the 7 semantic concepts mentioned earlier
in this subsection, a separate neural network (NN) is
trained. The input of the NN is the model vector and
the output represents the distance of each region to the
corresponding semantic concept.
4

For the search task, general topics were selected from quadrant (σqx ), are calculated from the four quadrant
TRECVid 2005 topics and the classification result was values. It was noted that for uniform crowd images,
used as an inter-video semantic feature biasing filter.
HFmean and σqx should have high and low values respectively. A crowd image confidence feature set, {F v3}, is
2.7 Building & Crowd Detection (DCU) calculated as follows:
Our building detection work was adopted from techniques developed to detect buildings in a corpus of personal digital photographs. The following description is
taken from [21].
We adopt a multi-scale approach that relies on edge
detection to extract an edge orientation-based feature
description of the image, and apply an SVM learning
technique to infer the presence of a dominant building
object. Earlier testing of this approach on a collection
of digital photographs exploited prior knowledge on the
image context through an assumption that all input images are outdoor, i.e. indoor/outdoor classification (the
context determination stage) has been performed. This
information was not available for the TRECVid collection, however we still ran our approach on the TRECVid
collection without this information. Whilst a more formal evaluation of the success of this approach is required,
an initial results examination revealed that performance
degradation was not great.
Our crowd detection technique was taken from our
work in discovering events in field sports. The following description is taken from [31].
It is proposed that crowd image detection may be performed by exploiting the inherent characteristic that, in
the context of a typically non-complex image environment, such images are relatively detailed. It is proposed
that discrimination between detailed and non-detailed
pixel blocks may be made by examining the number
of non-zero frequency (AC) Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) coefficients used to represent the data in the frequency domain. It may be assumed that an (8x8) pixel
block, which is represented by very few AC-DCT uniform
coefficients, contains spatially consistent, non-detailed
data. Whereas, a block which requires a considerable
amount of AC-DCT coefficients for it’s representation,
may be assumed to consist of relatively more detailed
information.
In field-sports video content, the majority of images
capture relatively sizeable monochromatic, homogeneous
regions e.g. grassy pitch or a player’s shirt. Therefore,
in the context of this limited environment, it is proposed
that crowd images may be isolated by simply detecting such uniformly, very high frequency images. Each
I-frame is divided into four quadrants. For each quadrant of each image, the AC-DCT coefficients of every
(8x8) luminance pixel block are analysed. If the number of coefficients used to encode such blocks is greater
than a pre-selected threshold, it can be deduced that the
block represents reasonably complex data, and is counted
- obtaining an overall value representing the number of
high frequency blocks, per total number of blocks, for
each quadrant. Values for both mean number of highfrequency blocks (HFmean ) and standard deviation per

{F v3} = HFmean − Avg(σq1 , σq2 , σq3 , σq4 )

(2)

Further information on our crowd detection, and more
generally our event detection in field sports can be found
in [30].

2.8

Fusion of detector outputs

Of our six submissions to feature detection in TRECVid
2006, three were submissions which used the fusion of
the outputs of other runs. Two of these runs made use
of Dempster-Shafer combination of evidence framework,
whereas the third utilized our work on automatic weight
generation for fusion [38].
The Dempster-Shafer submissions combined our baseline SVM data with several of the specialized concept
detectors mentioned earlier. For this combination we required parameters which specified degrees of belief that
a particular feature was performing well. We obtained
these parameters through experimentation on the training collection. For specific details of the Dempster-Shafer
combination framework refer to [12, 32, 26, 18].
Our automatic weight generation work was initially designed for the query-time fusion of multiple result lists for
retrieval tasks. However we can apply these techniques
to the fusion task for features. For this submission we
fuse together the predictions of the baseline SVM with
the predictions of the High-Level SVM. A brief description of the actual weight generation and fusion process
used for this submission can be found in Section 3.3.2.

2.9

Results

We submitted six runs for our high-level feature extraction submission. Those six runs were:
Baseline (A KSpace-base 6) The predications of the
low-level visual SVM trained using the common
TRECVid annotations.
Best-Breed (A KSpace-bb 5) The specific concept
detectors, where there was no specific concept detector the output from the baseline was used.
DS 1 (A KSpace-DS1 2) A combination of the baseline with specific concept detectors using DempsterShafer, with parameters determined by experiments
on the training data.
DS 2 (A KSpace-DS2 1) As above with an alternate
set of parameters and concepts used.
HighLevelSVM (A KSpacehighSvm 4) A
SVM
built on the outputs of the specific concept detectors
and the output of the baseline SVM, using the
common TRECVid annotations.
5

FusedSVM (A KSpaceSC 3) A fusion of the outputs of the baseline SVM and the high-level SVM.
Our results are shown in table 1 and are shown in
comparison to the TRECVid median for this year.

We can derive a few things from our result. Firstly
that our best result was our baseline submission which
was better than median in 17 out of the 20 evaluated
features when compared by inferred average precision.
Those features in which we performed poorly correlated
to poor median performance.
Of our remaining runs all of the fusion runs had a
majority of features performing above median. Furthermore each of our fusion runs had features for which it
outscored the baseline, lending support to the need for
further exploration of these fusion strategies.

3

Figure 1:
An example of the SVD-free LSI
keyframe similarity user-interface.
The query image (shot101 105 RKF.jpg) is in the left upper corner
and has a similarity coefficient of 1. All of the 4 most
similar images are related to the same topic. I

filtered user’s query and filtered document matrix. The
well-known Cosine similarity can be used as a similarity
measure.

Search

Originally, LSI was developed for the semantic analysis of a large amount of text documents. We extended
the original LSI for intelligent image retrieval [27]. In
our approach [27, 28], a raster image is coded as a sequence of pixels. Then the coded image can be understood as a vector of a m-dimensional space, where m
denotes the number of pixels (attributes). Let a symbol A denote an m × n term-document matrix related
to m keywords (pixels) in n documents (images). Let
us remind that the (i, j)-element of the term-document
matrix A represents the colour of i-th position in the jth image document [27, 28]. We also showed that image
retrieval can be powered very effectively when the time
consuming Singular Value Decomposition of the original
LSI is replaced by the partial symmetric eigenproblem
which can be solved very effectively by using fast iterative solvers [28]. We have successfully used this approach
especially for surveillance in hard industry [29], web image classification [19] and as an automated tool for the
large-scale iris recognition problem [28], prior to its use
in the K-Space participation in TRECVid 2006.

In this section, we will present our work for the search
task for TRECVid 2006. For this task we participated
in both manual and fully automatic search. Our search
systems made use of low-level visual features, ASR transcripts and the outputs of our high-level feature extraction task. We also had available further content analysis techniques (such as audio classification, and Latent
Semantic Indexing of images) as inputs into our search
systems. The rest of this section is organized as follows.
Firstly we will describe the additional content analysis
that was performed for the search task. Second we will
present our manual search system, followed by our automatic search system. Finally we will present our results
for the search task.
We introduce now our work on Latent Semantic Indexing for image retrieval, which was used for pseudorelevance feedback in our manual submissions, and our
audio classification which was used to compliment our
ASR retrieval by boosting those shots which contained
some form of speech.

For TRECVid 2006 we processed each video of the

3.1

Latent Semantic Indexing for au- test collection separately by developed SVD-free LSI aptomated intelligent image retrieval proach, see Figure 2. This meant that we created 259
separate document matrices. Although the document
(UEP)

matrix of each task required several hundered Megabytes
of RAM, all computations were stable and fast on a Pentium4 PC with 3 GHz CPU and 2 GB RAM. One of
the reasons for this is that singular values of TRECVid
2006 keyframes tend to decrease quite fast so that only
8 extremal eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of
the large partial symmetric eigenproblem were computed
and stored in memory in all cases. The second reason for
the fast execution is that we used an efficient implementation of linear algebra algorithms which assume several
key implementation details [28]. Finally, the keyframe
similarity task of each directory required only seconds,
as shown in Table 2.

Numerical linear algebra is used as a basis for information
retrieval in the retrieval strategy called Latent Semantic
Indexing (LSI) [16]. LSI can be viewed as a variant of a
vector space model, where the database is represented by
the document matrix, and a user’s query is represented
by a vector. LSI retrieval is based upon a low-rank approximation of the original document matrix via singular
value decomposition (SVD) or other numerical methods.
The numerical methods are used as an automatic tool for
identification and removing redundant information and
noise from data. The next step of LSI retrieval involves
the computation of the similarity coefficients between the
6

Feature
sports
weather
office
meeting
desert
mountain
waterscape
corporate-leader
police
military
animal
computer tv screen
flag-us
airplane
car
truck
people-marching
explosion
maps
charts
No. Higher than median

Median
0.254
0.253
0.004
0.111
0.021
0.038
0.039
0.001
0.007
0.049
0.004
0.114
0.078
0.011
0.079
0.019
0.02
0.025
0.17
0.062
-

Baseline
0.3454
0.2004
0.0045
0.1788
0.0588
0.0546
0.1361
0.0068
0.0146
0.0773
0.0042
0.2716
0.1948
0.0105
0.19
0.045
0.0282
0.0679
0.2484
0.0702
17

Best-Breed
0.1085
0.0078
0.0045
0.1788
0.0002
0.0002
0.1361
0.0068
0.0146
0.0157
0.0042
0.2716
0.073
0.0105
0.19
0.045
0.0282
0.0008
0.0003
0.0702
10

DS1
0.3298
0.2018
0.0045
0.0277
0.0567
0.0357
0.1361
0.012
0.0146
0.0636
0.0041
0.0237
0.1734
0.0129
0.1699
0.0419
0.0026
0.0734
0.2432
0.0702
15

DS2
0.3298
0.2018
0.0045
0.0277
0.0128
0.0584
0.1361
0.012
0.0146
0.0636
0.0041
0.0237
0.1734
0.0129
0.1699
0.0419
0.0026
0.0734
0.2432
0.0702
15

HighLevelSVM
0.2879
0.1749
0.0012
0.1171
0.0015
0.0119
0.0806
0.0313
0.0104
0.0492
0.0003
0.1417
0.0043
0.0047
0.0785
0.0028
0.0222
0.0029
0.1196
0.0004
8

FusedSVM
0.3381
0.1985
0.0028
0.1706
0.0352
0.0393
0.1251
0.0175
0.0154
0.0696
0.0043
0.2609
0.1531
0.0201
0.1526
0.0253
0.0381
0.0029
0.2437
0.0403
16

Table 1: 2006 K-Space Feature Results
Properties of the document matrix A
Number of keywords:
352×240 = 84 480
Number of documents:
227
Size in memory:
146.3 MB
The SVD-Free LSI processing parameters
Dim. of the original space
227
Dim. of the reduced space (k) 8
Time for AT A operation
1.375 secs.
Results of the eigensolver
0.047 secs.
The total time
1.422 secs.

duration and a 10 ms hop size. The mel filter bank
consists of 30 mel-warped triangular overlapped band
pass filter between 64 Hz and 11025 Hz. A Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) with 32 mixtures is trained for
each category. These models are used for the maximum
likelihood classification of sub-segments with duration of
0.5 seconds. Subsequently, sub-segments with the same
recognized category are merged into one segment. In the
end, the audio classification/segmentation provides the
begin/end time as well as confidence values for all categories for each segment. An extended version of the
MPEG-7 ClassificationType descriptor used in combination with the AudioSegment descriptor is used for storage
and exchange of these results. The non-standard extension enables the assignment of multiple classes to one
segment along with optional confidence values.
The ground truth for the six categories was created
from 10 selected videos of the TRECVid 2006 training
set. The total duration of annotated segments is 5 hours
and 50 minutes. A 70 % / 30 % training/test data split is
used for evaluation purposes. For this split, a classification experiment could achieve a recognition rate of 75.86
% for each segment. Even if this result is not highly accurate, the audio segmentation results for the whole set
of TRECVid 2006 videos are nevertheless useful information for further content analysis or fusion techniques
for video retrieval.
For the time-consuming annotation task, the audio
segmentation program “tvAudioAnnotate” (Fig. 2) was
created and used by TUB. In addition to the playback,
visualization, and segmentation capabilities for the audio
stream of MPEG video files, the program provides also
a synchronized playback of the visual stream and the vi-

Table 2: Image retrieval using the SVD-free Latent Semantic Indexing method related to the
20051202 125800 CNN LIVEFROM ENG
directory;
Properties of the document matrix (up) and LSI
processing parameters (down).
Decompressing of
original JPGs onto bitmaps required 3.938 secs.

3.2

Audio
(TUB)

classification/segmentation

Audio classification/segmentation identifies the nature of
an audio signal for a given closed set of categories and
provides homogeneous temporal segments. Here, the following six categories were used: pause, clean speech,
noisy speech, pure music, music and speech as well as
environmental sound.
For the audio analysis process, the audio stream of the
TRECVid videos is mixed down to a mono audio signal with a sample rate of 22050 Hz. After that, feature
extraction determines 13 mel cepstral frequency coefficients (MFCCs) for each analysis frame with a 20 ms
7

Name
Text
Edge
Colour Layout
Colour Struct.

sualization of TRECVid reference shot boundaries. This
audiovisual support during annotation shall increase the
correctness of manual segmentation.

AP
0.1611
0.3214
0.0154
0.0032

P@5
0.6
0.6
0.0
0.0

P@10
0.3
0.4
0.0
0.0

Recall
85%
66%
40%
22%

Table 3: 0135 Feature Results
Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the user interface. The
single expert user who formulated all 24 queries from the
topic descrptions was allowed up to 15 minutes for query
generation per topic. During this time the user could
modify the query but received no feedback during this
time as to how this query might perform.
For our manual experiments, we had one expert user
Figure 2: TRECVid audio annotation software: tvAu- conduct all 24 topics for this year’s search task. Before
dioAnnotate
creating the manual queries for the 2006 topics our expert
user was able to experiment with query performance by
We now present two variants of our retrieval systems, creating queries for the 2005 search task and received offa manual and an automatic system.
line feedback as to how these queries performed. This is
because the query formulation tool itself is unable to run
queries or provide any feedback. Once formulated, the
3.3 Manual Retrieval
queries were fed into the retrieval system.
Manual retrieval was performed by DCU and our system
was divided into two parts, a query formulation tool for
the user to create queries from topic descriptions, and 3.3.2 Retrieval Engine
an automatic retrieval system which processed queries The retrieval system used for our experiments is based
to create the final result set.
upon our work for automatic weight generation [38], and
a more thorough description of this system will appear
in [39].
3.3.1 Query Formulation Tool
Our system generates query-time weights for the fuThe query formulation tool allows a user to select a range sion of different information sources based upon the comof query options for a given topic. The query options parison of the score distribution differences of one inforavailable to the user are:
mation source as compared to another. This work is
based upon our observations of information source per• Add query images and for each query image the
formance for TRECVid retrieval queries, where an inforuser can select which visual features to use (such
mation source can be the output of a text search engine
as colour, edges).
which has indexed the ASR, or low-level MPEG-7 visual
features such as global colour, local colour or an edge
• Group query images into visually similar clusters.
histogram. When these features for a given topic are
normalized and plotted, we observe that a correlation
• Enter a free text query.
appears to exist between an information source whose
• Select high-level semantic features to use for a query, top ranked documents undergo a rapid change in score
and to select whether each should have a positive or and the information source which achieved the highest
negative impact (e.g. for a query for “cars” we might average precision for that topic. In other words, the best
use a negative “face” filter).
performing feature was generally the feature which exhibited this rapid change. This is demonstrated in Figure
4, with the performance figures for this graph shown in
Table 3, where we can see that the greatest change in the
top ranked shots is in the edge feature, and it is the edge
feature which achieves the best average precision for this
topic. For a complete description of these observations,
and how we derive weights from them, refer to [38].

The retrieval engine for 2006 made use of low-level
MPEG-7 visual features, ASR transcripts and high-level
features. Our visual features were extracted from all

Figure 3: TRECVid Query Formulation Tool
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our High-Level features were used as a final filtering step
in the ranking, this filtering purpose was to subtlety alter
the final ranking, rather than perform mass exclusions or
changes to the ranking.

1
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text
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Figure 4: TRECVid topic 0135
Image
Result

RKF images and formed the basis of our visual index.
Of the MPEG-7 visual descriptors available to us, we
used an edge histogram descriptor, local colour descriptor, global colour descriptor and a homogenous texture
descriptor. Full descriptions of these can be found in
[24]. When we query a visual database, we rank the results utilizing a Euclidian distance metric.
We used the Zettair search engine [4] to provide text
search capabilities for ASR retrieval. Because the ASR
of a shot may not necessairly correspond to what is being
shown visually by a particular keyframe, we employed a
windowed weighting scheme whereby when a shot was
found in the ASR we also returned the adjacent two
shots, which are given decreased scores than the original.
The use of High-Level features in our system was to
modify the final result list that was the result of the previous content-based retrieval. As such the introduction
of High-Level features occurs at the end of the retrieval
system. We employed a basic filtering approach for the
application of these High-Level features. For each HighLevel feature we determined a threshold for that feature
which was used as a cut-off point for determining if a
shot was successfully classified by that feature or not.
This threshold was chosen through examination of the
performance of the High-Level features in classifying the
training collection. With this achieved we could then use
the feature in a ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ manner.
If the High-Level feature was being used to give a ‘positive’ influence to the ranking, we first took the final ranking from the content-based search, and for each shot we
performed a lookup for the candidate feature. If the shot
being queried was above the threshold for that feature,
then that score was given a boost to its score (typically
a 10% increase of its current score). If the shot was not
present above the threshold, then the score of the shot
was not altered.
Conversely if the High-Level feature was used as a ‘negative’ influence, we again performed a lookup of every
shot against that feature. If the shot did not appear
above the threshold, then it received a boost to its score
(the opposite of the ‘positive’ example). As such whilst

Content
Based
Result

Final
Result

Figure 5: Retrieval fusion framework
Figure 5 illustrates our fusion framework for these experiments. Before we fuse any information sources together, we first normalize our source through MinMax
normalization, formally shown in equation 3.
Scorex − Scoremin
(3)
Scoremax − Scoremin
Once our sources have been normalized, we then generate our weights as described earlier in this section and
in [38]. At this point we are left with weighted result
lists for each information source, and we combine these
lists by applying CombSUM [14]. Our exact order of
operations for fusion is to first, for each query image,
fuse together the outputs of a visual database search for
that image (i.e. the results from a local colour query,
edge histogram query etc.) such that we are left with
one result list per image. Second, if the query images
belong to an image grouping as identified by the user we
will fuse together the results of each image that comprise
that group into a single result. Third, all image group
results will be fused together to form a single result for
all visual queries. Fourth, we then fuse the results of the
visual search with the ASR search. Finally we apply our
High-level filters to modify the ranking of the final result
list. As stated earlier, a more thorough explanation of
this retrieval system can be found in [39].
In two of our runs we also applied, after the final combination, a pseudo-relevance feedback step. For each of
N ormscore(x) =

9

Run Name
Manual 1
Manual 3
Manual 5
Baseline
Auto 1
Auto 2

the top 10 keyframe images in the final result list, we
queried each against the LSI index (Section 3.1), and for
the first five images found for each query we performed a
lookup in the final result list and if the candidate image
was found, its score was boosted by 10%.

3.4

Automatic Retrieval (UG)

Automatic retrieval experiments were conducted by the
University of Glasgow, using their automatic retrieval
system.
Two fully automatic runs were submitted to investigate the combination of various feature modalities (F A 2 KSpace-F-2 2, F A 2 KSpace-F-4 4). These
runs are based on the same graph model, the ICG, as
described in [36] and used for TRECVid 2006 runs by
Glasgow University [35]. The graph is constructed using
the terms from the textual index1 . Furthermore the underlying visual features are the same as in [35]. In addition, peer information is employed in these runs based on
the high-level feature submissions by the K-Space team.
The
submitted
results
of
run
KSpace-1DS combo plus-100 are the basis of the high-level
features incorporated as peers in the ICG. Each of the
39 concepts is treated as a “peer group” in the ICG.
Since the submitted results can also contain non-relevant
shots per concept, only the first 100 shots are considered
to belong to the corresponding peer group. All shots in
one peer group are related (share a concept). Therefore,
in the ICG a peer group is represented by a 100-clique
(each shot in the group is linked to every other shot in
the group).
In order to query the ICG, we need to choose a suitable restart vector before the random walk on the graph
can be calculated. F A 2 KSpace-F-2 2 is based on the
textual topic description only (no query expansion), that
is the restart vector is set to the terms extracted from the
description field. F A 2 KSpace-F-4 4 implements both
query-by-keyword and query-by-example. In addition to
the term nodes, the top 10 visual query results most similar to the given topic examples are chosen as the visual
query nodes (see [35]).

MAP
0.031
0.035
0.031
0.013
0.025
0.018

Recall
0.13
0.15
0.14
0.12
0.14
0.13

Table 4: 2006 Search Results
to boost shots which contained speech, and pseudorelevance feedback was applied.
F A 2 KSpace A 4 Fully automatic run, as specified
in 3.4.
M A 2 KSpace M 5 Manual run incorporating text,
low-level visual information, motion information,
and high-level feature data from our high-level SVM
feature run. Audio classification was used as a filter
to boost shots which contained speech, and pseudorelevance feedback was applied.
M A 1 KSpace M 6 Baseline, text only run.
The results from these runs are presented in Table 4.
The first observation that we can make is that our baseline run performs quite poorly. Further investigation into
this will be required by an initial examination of our ASR
index creation algorithms. This baseline is poor to begin with but it is encouraging to note that our other
runs were able to build upon its performance. Our inclusion of high-level features did not have a significant
impact upon precision, however it did seem to boost recall. Mechanisms will now need to be developed to see
how this can be exploited into an increase into precision.

4

Conclusion

We have presented the K-Space participation in
TRECVid 2006. This was our first participation in
3.5 Results
TRECVid and proved to be a very illumining experience,
We submitted 6 runs as part of our search submission. both in terms of the size of the task and the co-ordination
These six runs were as follows:
effort in managing a very large group. Our results for the
High-Level Feature Extraction task are good, whilst our
M A 2 KSpace M 1 Manual run using only text and
search performance needs to be examined. Nevertheless
visual components. No High-Level features were
our participation has been a positive experience for our
used.
partners and we look forward to greater participation in
F A 2 KSpace A 2 Fully automatic run, as specified next years TRECVid activities.
in 3.4.
M A 2 KSpace M 3 Manual run incorporating text, 5
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